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The date was May 9, 2018. Rich Hargitt was conversing with Surface To Air System
Members on the private telegram messaging app. He made the following statement:
“I have kicked around the idea of building an RPO 7 on 7 so that guys like us
can get more legitimate work during the summer months.”
And with that statement, S27 was launched.
First, let’s determine why S27 was born. Quite simply, it’s because the standard 7 on 7
concept has seen its better days. Our 11 on 11 full game has evolved, our schemes
have evolved, but 7 on 7 has stayed the same since its inception.
The gripes and complaints have always been the same: The defense doesn’t play their
coverages honest, the linebackers play at 8 yards deep, the defense doesn’t respect
play action, and what about the linemen?
Maybe the loudest current complaint is that 7 on 7 has taken good coaching out of the
equation and put it into the hands of an AAU like basketball environment.
Its time to evolve to S27
S27 has been borne out of these standard coaching complaints of 7 on 7. S27 is an
amalgamation of executing RPO’s, 7 on 7, Play Action Pass, honest defensive
coverages, and actual coaching.
Introducing the basics of S27:
The difference in S27 and 7 on 7 is that S27 combines the passing of 7 on 7 with some
run aspects of a flag football game for the opportunity to coach, execute, defend, and
perfect RPO’s.
Everything works like the 7 on 7 game except:
1. The offense adds a live offensive tackle and the defense adds a live 5 technique
over the offensive tackle. The OT can make1 of 3 blocking scheme movements
based on the scheme called (Pass set, inside veer release, or lock/turnout). The
5 tech. can read and react to the 3 scheme blocking techniques. Thus, the OL
gets work!
2. The QB and the Running back wear flags, as in flag football. This allows for the
execution and the true defensive reactions of a real game through the RPO
attack.

Playing the S27 game

In the diagram above the offense employs a Sniffer set with the call of Inside Zone Lock
Pop. The OT executes a Lock block. The QB executes a post-snap inside zone read
reading the LM for the decision of throwing pop or handing the ball off.
The defense aligns in an honest and true look of a 4-2-5 cover 3 defense. The LM
triggers toward the LOS, and the QB disengages the ride for a complete pass to the
Sniffer.

In the diagram above the offense employs a 2 x 2 double slant with the back swinging. A
typical quick game concept. The OT executes a quick set protection technique. The
defense aligns in an honest and true look not knowing if this will be an RPO or a drop
back scheme call.

In the diagram above the offense employs a 3 x 1 full Inside Zone Read RPO package.
The QB has no fewer than 4 legitimate options to go with the ball.
1. To the Grass slant on the front door side — depending of the alignment of R2
2. Give the ball on the Inside Zone if the 5 tech. feathers the OT’s down veer
release
3. Keep the ball if the 5 tech. squeezes
4. Throw the ball to #3 on the hitch if LM triggers to the QB
The defense has to honestly align to the 3 x 1 set. Then the defense has to decide
whether to widen R2 and LM (devaluing the box), or tighten down R2 and LM back into
the box.

In the diagram above the offense employs a 2 x 2 bootleg PAP with the live OT
executing a down veer release*. At the point of the QB and Back meshing the M, R2,
R3, and R1 truly do not know if the play is a RPO (Run inside or Pass), or a PAP.
This schematic solidifies the theory that S27 hands down beats the old way of
conducting the 7 on 7.
*Remember that once the OT and 5 tech react and engage they are dead.

THE RULES OF S27

Contact a S2A Member if you need more S27 information.
Visit surfacetoairsystem.com (make inquires there) and follow
S2A @S2ASystem on twitter.

